




No machine can replace a person,
whose heart is placed to make each
PENT. product. 

Each element is handmade. Hours of design work
and craftsmanship, have created something special
in terms of form and practical use. 
PENT. is one-of-a-kind exercise equipments.
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and create your own exercise equipment.
Take advantage of the opportunities
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A whole new look, 
on a whole new level.



COLMIA ™ 

COLMIA ™ 

Set consisting of a rack and dumbbell weighing:
2 kg x 2 | 4 kg x 2 | 6 kg x 2 | 8 kg x 2   

Set consisting of a rack and dumbbell weighing:
14 kg x 2 | 16 kg x 2 | 18 kg x2 | 20 kg x2

  Ultralight COLMIA ™ 
Set consisting of a rack and dumbbell weighing:
2 kg x 2 | 4 kg x 2 | 6 kg x 2 | 8 kg x 2 | 10 kg x2  | 12 kg x2   

Light

Power COLMIA ™ Set
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Set consisting of 2 racks and dumbbell weighing:
2 kg x 2 | 4 kg x 2 | 6 kg x 2 | 8 kg x 2 | 10 kg x2  | 12 kg x2
14 kg x 2 | 16 kg x 2 | 18 kg x2 | 20 kg x2   

COLMIA™ 
Luxury Dumbbells Set.

A set made of the highest quality materials
manually crafted. In the production, natural
wood such as American walnut is used along
with the highest grade stainless steel.

The stable construction, strong attention to 
detail and the heart poured into the hand 
work made COLMIA™ dumbbells delightfully 
presentable globally. COLMIA™ dumbbells 
are perfect, as a part of a modern home
or a hotel gym. The dumbbells are available
in 4 options.  

.
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Kettlebells set is something unique, which 
will certainly increase the prestige 
of the place.



LOVA ™ 
Luxury set of 4 kettlebells with simple stand.
4 kg x 1 | 6 kg x 1 | 8 kg x 1 | 10 kg x 1

Light LOVA ™ 
Luxury set of  4 kettlebells with simple stand.
10 kg x 1 | 12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 | 20 kg x 1

Power

LOVA ™ 
Luxury set of 7 kettlebells and 2 simple stands.
4 kg x 1 | 6 kg x 1 | 8 kg x 1 | 10 kg x 1 |
12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 | 20 kg x 1

Set
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LOVA™ 
Luxury Kettlebell Set.

A handmade set from natural American walnut  wood and stainless steel. 
Just like other PENT.® brand products, also here many hours of design work 
and craftsmanship have created something special in terms of form and practical use. 

The stable, simple stand along with unusual form of kettlebell,
create something unique which will certainly raise the prestige of the place. 
Each element is handmade with attention given to every detail. The LOVA™ set 
comes in light and medium versions. All details can be viewed by downloading
the technical drawings next to the image.

 
.
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Designed with special attention to detail 
and a strong focus on quality workmanship.



 

 
.

MOXA ™ 
MOXA™ Light consisting of a rack and leather ball weighing:
4 kg x 1| 8 kg x 1 | 12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 
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Light MOXA ™ 
MOXA™ Heavy consisting of a rack and leather ball weighing:
12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 | 20 kg x 1 | 24 kg x 1

Power

MOXA ™ 
MOXA™ Set consisting of 2 racks and leather ball weighing:
4 kg x 1| 8 kg x 1 | 12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 | 20 kg x 1 | 24 kg x 1

Set

MOXA ™ 
Luxury Weighted Balls.

Handmade from natural walnut wood, stainless steel and genuine leather. 
Its excellent and prestigious design has a wide practical application.
This new product is our collection of a wonderful equipment for exceptional customers.

MOXA™ Set consisting of a rack and leather ball weighing:
4 kg x 1| 8 kg x 1 | 12 kg x 1 | 16 kg x 1 | 20 kg x 1 | 24 kg x 1
MOXA™ set are perfect as an element of a modern, 
home or hotel gym. Each ball has the same diameter- 25 cm. 
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Barbells set is one-of-a-kind exercise
equipment.



LESNA™ 
Luxury weight set with bar.
4 kg x 2 | 8 kg x 2 | 12 kg x 2
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LESNA™ 
Luxury Barbells Set.

A handmade weight set with a bar made of 
the best luxury materials. The stylish and
simple form of the stand is perfectly matched
to the available weights and bar. LESNA™
perfectly complements our entire collection.

As always in all our products, it is entirely
made of the best materials and attention
to every detail. Hours of handmade work
makes LESNA™ refined in every aspect, 
delighting everyone who has the opportunity
to see it with their own eyes. LESNA™ is ideal
for a home or hotel gym.
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You might have never seen 
an exercise bench like this.



BANKA™ 
Designed with special attention to detail and a strong focus on quality workmanship.
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BANKA™ 
Luxury Weight Bench.

Handmade from wood, stainless steel
and natural leather. Just like other PENT.® 
brand products, also here many hours of design
work and craftsmanship have created something
special in terms of form and practical use.

The stable and simple form of the exercise bench
stands out with its quality and craftsmanship.
The best materials combined with the strong
attention to detail make this simple exercise
equipment breathtaking for anyone who is looking
for a practical function with beauty and prestige for
a home or hotel gym.
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Power to make big things happen
in the home gym.



 

 
.

SCALA™ 
Ladder with removable bars (5 pieces), elastic band and two TRX clips.
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SCALA™ 
Luxury Fitness Wallbar.

Handmade from natural walnut wood
and stainless steel. Its excellent
and prestigious design also has wide
practical application.

The pattern of ladder, refering to
roots, contains a feature of weighted
and removable rungs. After removing
them we obtain a stylish so-called
weighted „fitness bar” that is ultra
soft to the touch. The available
weights are 1 kg, 2 kg, 3 kg, 4 kg
and 5 kg. Their weight can be
easily identified by the ratio of
wood to stainless steel.

To multiply available weights
and add some additional
applications, the ladder has
flexible bands that can be easily
attached to the bars and the ladder.
Additionally, SCALA has two
handles to attach TRX bands.
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Multiple equipment solutions tailred to 
the training needs of fitness enthusiasts 
who also appreciate good design.
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RACKA ™ 

TRESNA™ (balance ball), ROLA™ (stretching roller ).
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RACKA™ 
Luxury Set Of Fitness Accessories.

 

 
.

Upgrade your fitness gear with PENT.
Luxury fitness accessories. Are you a devoted
fitness lover and a design addict? Well, look
no further than PENT., the equipment brand
that ticks all the boxes. RACKA™ stand has a goal
of providing consumers with customized
equipment that suits their needs in terms
of athletics and aesthetics alike. 

RACKA™ Set consisting of a beautiful stand
and sophisticated fitness accessories:
SIENNA™ ( skipping rope), LIPOVA™ (push up bars ),
MATA ™ (fitness mat), MESNA ™  (fitness ball 65 cm),
TRESNA™ (balance ball), ROLA™ (stretching roller ).
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Simple pieces of luxurious exercise equipment 
is all you need to get an incredible workout.



LIPOVA™ 
Push-ups are one of the basic weight training.  LIPOVA™ 
luxury push-up bars are an excellent way to get the most
out of this exercise. 

Simple piece of luxurious exercise equipment is all you need to
get an incredible workout. Make your fitness goals on
your own terms.

MESNA™ 
No need to go crazy at the gym. During at-home workout with
a luxury leather ball, you will be challanging your chest, arm, leg,
glute and core muscles.

TRESNA ™ 
Luxury Balance Trainer covered by genuine leather is the
perfect tool for the combined balance and strength training.
Designed to develop flexibility, stability and core strenght
with challanging cardio workouts.

ROLA ™ 
Luxury soft roller covered by genuine leather for self-myofascial
release in which pressure is applied to certain body parts to
relieve pain. When it's combined with static stretching, rolling

in your back while lying down and doing cat stretches.
Exercise mats are ideal for working with weights, as they'll stop

Luxury Fitness Mat 4140

MATA™ Big

MATA™ Small

ACCESSORIES
Luxury Fitness Accessories.

PENT.® Fitness Accessories are not only a 
supplement to a home or hotel gym made 
by PENT.® but also the perfect gift idea. 
The sophisticated craftsmanship, prestigious
packaging and the handmade quality...must
be impressive.

Luxury Push Up Bars SIENNA ™Luxury Skipping Rope

Luxury Fitness Ball 65 cm Luxury Balance Ball 

Luxury Fitness Rollers  MATA™ 

RAXA™ Luxury Genuine Leather Boxing Bag  
PENT.  boxing bags have proven their reliability in the most extreme 
conditions in home, residential & hotel luxury gym. To ensure the 
quality of its products, PENT. designs and produces in-house the 
essential components of its . Add some luxury style to your gym or
training area with a stunning genuine leather bag from PENT. 

 

KOHA™   Luxury Yoga Blocks  
A yoga block is one of the most essential equipment in yoga 
exercises.  Classic, natural wood construction, clad in natural 
leather gives you durability and security during workout. So, 
if you are looking for the greatest yoga tool - a yoga block is 
the right choice.

 





We manufacture and design in Poland.
We work for customers globally.

PENT. Luxury Fitness Equipment
Ul. gen. Maczka 73A
43-300 Bielsko-Biala 

T: +48 33 810 50 63 / +48 605 959 444

info@atepaa.com / www.atepaa.com


